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Created to be the author's own thoughtful daily devotional and spiritual journal,
Suzanne Smith reveals to readers, the Holy Scriptures from The King James Bible that
she was led to meditate upon for every day of one full year. With blank space allotted
for notes and several prayer lists, Christian Daily Devotional and Spiritual Journal can
be used by any Christian of any Christian denomination, on any day of any year as a
guide to prayer and study that was fully inspired by Biblical Scriptures, as led by The
Holy Spirit, to be preciously important words to meditate upon. It is Mrs. Smith's fervent
hope that readers who utilize this devotional/journal will be as abundantly blessed by
God, with clarity, insight and guidance as she has been.
Cuddle up to God with this unique resource filled with inspirational scripture, warm
devotions, and room to write the messages of your heart.
? Welcome to your new spiritual journal. I've created this journal following the methods
of many popular devotionals and bible studies. These spiritual journals for women to
write in include the following sections: During my daily prayer and devotion time, I enjoy
writing down the verses I want to study and remember. I've designed the first pages in
each section titled "Verses for today" for this purpose. You can write your favorite
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verses, verses that come to mind during your prayer time, or anything that inspires you
on these pages. On the second page in each section you'll find an empty scroll followed
by "what God is saying to me". I enjoy drawing one word from my devotion time that
sticks out to me such as wisdom, obedience, understanding, or love. Then I'll follow that
focus word with thoughts or phrases that will help me in my study or follow up. I hope
this page inspires your own creativity and focus. The third and fourth pages of each
section are labeled "Prayer" and I've included the ACTS method of prayer as a guide, if
needed. On the next page I've included some of my favorite bible verses on prayer to
inspire and remind you that God loves your prayers. I've found that after studying the
word with a devotional, writing down my prayers is powerful and comforting. I hope you
find this journal helpful and inspirational.
Prayer Journal for Women: 52 Weeks Scripture, Devotional, & Guided Prayer Journal
includes Scripture verses, reflections on the Word, and journaling prompts to guide your
walk with God and strengthen your faith. Verses are organized thematically: Love &
Inner Beauty - Provision & Faithfulness - God's Love - Adversity & Trials - Awe &
Sovereignty - Strength Through Faith - Fear - Grace & Forgiveness A perfect
companion for individual worship or for group Bible study, this 12-month journal
features: A generous 8 x 10 trim size with plenty of space to write Four full pages for
each week of the year Original illustrations on each page by author and artist Shannon
Roberts Each week includes: Scripture - An inspiring Bible verse to reflect and meditate
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on throughout your week, giving you time to memorize the verse and ingrain it into your
heart and soul. Reflect - A "Reflect" page with thoughts and questions prompted by the
weekly Scripture verse, along with space to record your own thoughts and responses.
Journal - Two full pages to journal your praise for God, your prayer requests, the things
on your heart, and how you wish to be taught and guided, as well as a Bible verse
about the power of prayer. Answered Prayers - A tracker with space to record your
prayers, so you can see how God moves in your life throughout the course of a year.
Prayer Journal for Women. Get in to the habit of being Grateful, write down what you
are thankful for, what you pray for, what you give forward and what you can do better.It
is very important do develop the simple things of putting in writing your positive
thoughts! This simple notebook will help you do so daily. Gratitude Journal for Women
Daily.
Deadlines. Expectations. Loss. Success. Responsibilities. Adulting. It can all be
overwhelming. Just breathe. Relax and let God soothe your soul. He knows the ups
and downs, the highs and lows, the joys and sorrows. Calm your mind and reach out to
the One who gave you breath in the first place.
The Well-Watered life isn’t about doing more; it’s about being with Jesus and
becoming like Him. The Well-Watered Life devotional journal is your very own not-soformal invitation to embrace the life Jesus came to give. Throughout the pages of this
beautifully designed journal, filled with writing prompts, Scripture teaching, and biblical
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exercises, you will be encouraged to chronicle your journey of faithfully following and
finding Jesus. You will discover how to satisfy the deep craving in your soul as you
learn practical ways to implement spiritual disciplines and rhythms in your daily routine
as you pursue a “well-watered life” in Christ.
Enhance your spiritual journey by reading this beloved daily devotional—and recording
your own insights in the accompanying journal space.
Devotional journals have become all the rage among spiritual and religious individuals
in recent years and its easy to see why. Below is a list of the top five benefits people
report about keeping, and regularly contributing to, a devotional journal. . A closer
spiritual relationship with God . A long term record of their spiritual journey . An outlet
for their built up frustrations, fears, and worries . A clear form of communication within
their religion . An avenue to actively wrestle with doubts and questions
2016 Christian Book Award finalist (Bibles category) Stories of Scripture are often
portrayed two-dimensionally, making people in the Bible seem familiar, predictable,
even flat. We don’t always read their stories with much awareness of the pressures
they faced, the doubts they had, the assumptions they made, or the alternatives they
have chosen. The Dancing in the Desert Devotional Bible in the New Living Translation
encourages readers to take an honest look at the people in the Bible. Chris Tiegreen,
author of many popular devotionals for both men and women, has written 270
devotionals that explore the lives of people in the Bible and how they faced their own
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life’s wilderness and found meaning, significance, and purpose with God. When we
keep our gaze fixed on a story bigger than our own lives, we, too, can learn to dance in
even the driest of our deserts.
Praise Journal: A 3 Month Spiritual Diary to Track How Praising God Impacts Your Life!
Uses a day-by-day blank page format upon which you can document your praise as
you focus on the wonderful attributes of God; .As a Devotional Journal, it features 100
Bible verses that reveal the Priority of Praise when worshiping God! By Journaling your
Praise, you will see God free you from negativity, helping you become a Positive
Person of Praise!
Do you want your daily devotional to have more substance? Then you will appreciate
this one-year devotional from Navigator author Jerry Bridges. Each entry has been
carefully selected from his best writings, connecting with you on a deeper level and
encouraging personal discovery. This quick daily read is full of inspiration, commitment,
and transformation for men and women to grow in spiritual maturity.
This ?ÇÿDevotional Workbook compliments the book Reflections of A Spiritual
Awakening. Too many Christians today are suffering from failure to thrive : These are
babes in Christ who have failed to [spiritually] develop into mature (full-grown)
Christians. In view of that, this interactive workbook (both teaching tool and spiritual
journal) has been ?Çÿdivinely created for individual or group study to draw Gods
children into a deeper relationship with Him. ?Çó Tired of hearing other peoples
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testimonials about God ?Çó Dreams & Visions been deferred ?Çó Suffering from
Failure to Thrive Get ready to hear from God! Use this interactive workbook (by making
journal entries) to reflect on your own life lessons while reading the book Reflections of
A Spiritual Awakening as the author shares reflections of life lessons with you. This
workbook will eventually come to life ... transforming into a ?Çÿspiritual journal as well
as change your life. Watch as inspiration from the ?ÇÿHoly Spirit guides you chapter by
chapter Renewing Your Mind (Romans 12:2).?Çó Discover the simplicity of drawing
closer to God ?Çó Gain power and authority over your life ?Çó Unleash your
?Çÿspiritual Gifts and Talents ?Çó Walk in your ?Çÿtrue Purpose & Destiny Step out of
your comfort zone. Start journaling today. Discover your ?Çÿdivine connections with
God just by taking these small steps [of reflecting and journaling]. You may share in
?Çÿspiritual awakenings with the author. Learn what it really means to overcome!
DELIGHT THYSELF IN THE LORD Quietly fellowship with the Lord daily with this easyto-use, one page spiritual journal. It's a great way to start your day. SECTIONS
INCLUDED Devotion Time Gratitude Memory Verse Prayer List Reflection God's
Presence Makes a great birthday and Christmas gift for mother, grandma and any other
Christian woman. Don't forget to grab one for yourself, too. you can check out more
journals by clicking on the author name above.
Until now, believers have been using devotionals inefficiently! Most daily devotionals
contain quotes from the Bible with anecdotal writings from the author, which convey the
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author's interpretation of the scripture. Shouldn't you rely on someone who knows you
and your situation to help design the verses to study? This Daily Devotional allows for
that important conversation to happen between you and your spiritual leaders! Simply
take this journal to your pastor, talk about what matters most to you and your family,
and design a devotional that is fully customized to your situation. Fill out each Bible
Study scripture field with your pastor or spiritual leader. Now your devotional is catered
to your life and spiritual journey. This beautifully crafted guided prayer companion
journal contains 90 days of daily Bible Study and prayer pages. When you aren't sure
what to study, let God work through your spiritual leaders to craft the scripture that
makes sense for your life; when you want to reflect on your conversations with the Lord,
sometimes it is best to let Him write His message through you. It looks great on your
bedside table and travels well to your Bible Study Group. Functional size: 6 x 9 in (15.2
x 22.9 cm) dimensions; the ideal size for travel, fitting perfectly into a bag. Reliable
standards: Book industry perfect binding (the same standard binding as the books in
your local library) Tough matte paperback. Inside is a crisp white paper that minimizes
ink bleed-through. The book is great for either pen or pencil users.
Are you stuck in a negative, inhibiting perspective of life? Choices, character traits, and
emotions can perpetuate this outlook. However, what if you reversed your mindset and
instead chose Jesus’s upside down way of living? In Upside Down: Shifting to Jesus’s
Perspective, author Staci Jensen-Hart presents a weekly devotional journal that
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encourages you to choose a way of being that enables you to experience life the way
Jesus models. In shifting your perspective to see Jesus’s upside down view, you can
lead a Christlike way of life that exudes grace, joy, peace, and love in order to serve as
he calls you. This inspirational, devotional journal challenges your thinking through
unique reverse poetry. The weekly readings are written as if Jesus is talking directly to
you, and the selections are followed by journaling space for your own thoughts and
prayers. Jensen-Hart provides action steps to apply your learning with space to create
your own activities for change. She encourages you to choose today to live in Jesus.

Presents daily devotions that feature excerpts from the author's writings and
teachings, including "Praying the Lord's Prayer" and "Evangelism and the
Sovereignty of God."
Spiritual Journaling is a definitive exploration of spiritual enlightenment that helps
develop a renewed spiritual emphasis in one's life. Using techniques developed
through decades of Spiritual Journaling, the author shares insightful methods of
developing a journal that is written with spiritual dimensions that reveals God's
tender and loving revelations. Whether using a worn out baseball or a ticket to a
New York theatre, the author shows how unexpectedly God enters and shapes
us according to His will for us. Spiritual Journaling is a resource that will change
your life to see God in places and ways that transform us to become spiritual
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instruments fit and ready for the master's use. Brother Dan Kenneth Phillips has
been a leader in spirituality for over four decades. He has led conferences on
prayer, spiritual journaling, the spirituality of Thomas Merton, and spiritual
development at retreat centers throughout the United States and Canada.
Daily Pondering on Prayer, scriptures and prayer requests. This journal focuses
on Spiritual Enlightening with coloring images and places to take notes, write
down scriptures and prayer requests.Use this journal to help you focus more on
gratitude, meditation and spiritual guidance. This book is designed to help you
focus daily on praying and pondering.Use this journal to concentrate on spiritual
enlightenment and drawing closer to God through prayer, bible study and
personal worship.See preview for example of pages inside this paperback
journal. Journal has 105 pages with different coloring images throughout the
book. Sized 8.5x11 inches.
365-day devotional based on the modern classic Experiencing God by Henry
Blackaby.
Rediscover and Live Lent More Deeply by using this Beautiful Devotional Journal
and Diary Today many are seeking a place for God in their lives. Lent and Easter
call for a time of reflection and prayer. Lent is for everyone with its 40 days from
Ash Wednesday through Easter. In preparing for Easter, why not do a Lenten
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study full of Lenten reflections, Lenten devotions, and a deeper Lenten journey
with 40 days of prayers and words, and reflection and devotion? One way of
making a holy Lent is to slow down, open your heart, and adore Him. This blank,
lined journal is a great tool for the Lenten season and a companion that helps
you capture your prayers and reflections during holy hours of adoration, attending
mass, or reflecting upon the Stations of the Cross. The cover painting and the
journal's aim is to help you record and capture the moments and prayers of grace
and reflection during your Lenten journey and any other time of year. Are you at
peace or is life out of control? Are you overwhelmed with the onslaught of daily
life? Yearn for peace but feel it's impossible to find? A Holy Hour is the perfect
answer and a Holy Hour journal is the perfect companion. Holy Hours help you
grow spiritually and deepen your relationship with God. You're able to focus more
on God, adore Jesus, and open up to the Holy Spirit. Holy Hour devotional
journals are great companions. Today many Christians strive for a daily holy
hour, while a growing number of Catholics follow in the footsteps of Bishop Fulton
Sheen and practice adoration in front of the blessed sacrament. My Holy Hour
journals, with their blank lined pages, offer an opportunity to capture those
moments of inspiration that happen during Eucharistic and private prayers and
meditations, as well as during bible study, worship times, and mass. This
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devotional prayer journal contains 110 blank lined pages and the following
sections: Why Keep a Holy Hour How to Keep a Holy Hour Holy Hour Pages
Holy Hour Quotes Record Your Favorite Quotes Personal Index Pages What Can
Journaling Do for You? Extensive research exists that extols the benefits of
journaling and neuroscientists are looking more and more at the impact of the
hand-written ones where good old paper is used. Here are reasons to try a paper
journal: Improve prayer life. Enhance worship. Improve devotional life. Improve
scriptural study and reading. Increase learning. Improve memory and
comprehension. Increase goal achievement. Increase self-awareness. Unlock
creativity. Improve mood and self-confidence. There are many reasons why this
devotional prayer journal can be of help. Scroll up and get your copy today? My
Holy Hourjournals are designed to help Catholics and other Christians from all
walks of life discover, explore, and enjoy the many rewards formed by a deeper
connection to Christ. Scroll up and buy your copy of My Holy Hour - The Pieta
now! Beautiful Journals and Notebooks offers many more journals and their
usefulness is only limited by your imagination. Catch a dream, create a prayer
list, or simply record your expenditures. There are a 1001 ways to use a journal.
What's yours? Gift Ideas and Uses for Journals Best Birthday Gift Best
Confirmation Gift Best Christmas Gift Best Baptism Gift Christmas and Holidays
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Gift Baskets and Stocking Stuffers Gifts for Graduating Students Journals and
Planners Gifts for women; gifts for girls, gifts for girlfriends, gifts for every
occasion Journal as a gift Journal for self help, journal exploration, journal selfdiscovery
Take a journey with God's suffering people; empathise with their ordeals and
experience the joy that often comes with their pain. This journal is an inspiring
collection of short testimonies, poems and prayers from persecuted Christians
around the world, as well as uplifting Bible verses and space to record your own
thoughts and reflections. Covering 12 months, it can be started at any time, and
provides an ideal gift for Christian friends as well as encouragement for your own
spiritual walk.
This one year journal and devotional, which you can start on any day of the year
and continue throughout 365 days, offers a positive daily outlook on life. This
book came to me in dreams all the way from the title to the end. The dreams
started after a divorce. I started working two jobs and was extremely tired upon
retiring to sleep. I am not an author or at least did not believe myself to be one. I
don't normally dream either. But these dreams were so vivid that I could wake
and write them down and go right back to sleep. Then the morning after the
dream, what was written down was, I felt, as it should be written, other than
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correcting spelling, etc.
Whether you have kept a diary or journal in the past, God's Little Devotional
Journal for Women makes it easy to reflect on your daily life and spiritual well
being.
Unique, Portable Lined Journal to Write In Notebook, a wonderful St. Anthony of Padua
book for Christian journaling. This portable journal has plenty of lined pages to capture
your thoughts, prayers, intentions, and intercessions. Ideal for daily holy hours,
scripture journal time, prayers, and for Catholic journaling during mass, holy hours, and
time in front of the Blessed Sacrament. Journal features quotes, prayers, an index,
reflection pages, and plenty of journal pages to fill--including the Prayer for Lost Things.
You will love the feel of the soft cover's textured matte finish. Cover features the
painting of St. Anthony and the Christ Child Jesus. Great birthday or Christmas gift for
Catholics and all Christians who love saints in art. His feast day is June 13. Are you at
peace or is life out of control? Are you overwhelmed with the onslaught of daily life? Do
you yearn for peace but feel it's impossible to find? A Holy Hour is the perfect answer
and a Holy Hour journal is the perfect companion. Holy Hours help you grow spiritually
and deepen your relationship with God. You'll find you're able to focus more on God,
adore Jesus, and open up to the Holy Spirit. Holy Hour devotional journals are great
companions during times of prayer and meditation. Today many Christians strive for a
daily holy hour, while a growing number of Catholics follow in the footsteps of Bishop
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Fulton Sheen and practice adoration in front of the blessed sacrament. My Holy Hour
journals, with their blank lined pages, offer an opportunity to capture those moments of
inspiration that happen during Eucharistic and private prayers and meditations, as well
as during bible study, worship times, and mass. This devotional prayer journal contains
110 blank lined pages and the following sections: Why Keep a Holy Hour How to Keep
a Holy Hour Holy Hour Pages Holy Hour Quotes Record Your Favorite Quotes
Personal Index Pages Unique Spiritual Journal Notebook My Holy Hour journals are
designed to help Catholics and other Christians from all walks of life discover, explore,
and enjoy the many rewards formed by a deeper connection to Christ. Scroll up and
buy your copy of My Holy Hour St Anthony of Padua now!
The practice of developing intentional faith habits is not a natural tendency. It requires
focus, discipline, prayer, and persistence to grow in our walk with God. We may have
great intentions, but often the busyness and chaos of everyday life force our spiritual
growth to take a back seat. Fortunately, 40 Days of Intentional Living offers both a
practical guide and an inspiring resource to deepening your faith. Divided into eight
themes central to the Christian faith-such as hope, joy, surrender, and rest-these 40
devotions draw from the writings of a number of bestselling and beloved authors of
faith, including C.S. Lewis, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Martin Luther King Jr., Louie Giglio,
Jennie Allen, Mark Batterson, Brennan Manning, Randy Alcorn, and more. Partnered
with daily Scripture reading, thought-provoking journal prompts, and practical action
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steps to encourage you toward a more intentional faith lifestyle, this 40-day resource is
the ideal companion for walking through the seasons of Lent and Advent, as well as for
use in personal or group study.
"Teachers encourage journaling to improve communication skills, business leaders
suggest it for setting and keeping goals, but, regular journaling can help boost your
spiritual growth too!"
Practical and achievable techniques to build Godly habits and enhance your walk with
God A “Lifehack” describes any advice, shortcut, tip or skill that will help you get things
done more efficiently and effectively. The NIV Lifehacks Bible uses lifehacking methods
to give you practical and achievable tools to integrate spiritual habits into your busy,
technology-centric, 21st century life. With 365 articles covering 30 life-changing
disciplines, not only does this Bible illuminate scriptural wisdom on spiritual practices, it
provides practical tips and strategies for applying them every day. Featuring a foreword
by author and theologian Kevin DeYoung, the NIV Lifehacks Bible is full of commonsense articles on foundational topics such as prayer, self-reflection, character
formation, and fasting, as well as advice and helpful tips for building habits around
these disciplines. Features: Complete text of the accurate, readable, and clear New
International Version (NIV) 4 Tips for Making Wise Decisions 6 Steps for Interpreting
the Bible 7 Questions for Recognizing Intentional Sins 4 Tips for Finding Time to Pray
Journaling stimulates the mind and increases happiness, helping you to develop a more
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optimistic approach to each day of your life so that you can build stronger more
meaningful relationships, and find joy and peace in the simple things in life. When
journaling is used for self- reflection and improvement, it can help you to explore and
understand yourself better, so that you can grow personally and become the best
version of yourself. The first few minutes of each day are vital in setting the tone for the
rest of your day. Therefore, taking this time to write in your journal, to meditate, pray
and practice gratitude and appreciation for life's blessings is extremely important. This
journal will help you to do just that. It allows you to start each day with an inspirational
Bible scripture verse, a prayer of gratitude and thanksgiving, and positive affirmations. It
will also help you to reflect on good things throughout your day, ensuring that you end
your day on a positive note. At nights you will evaluate your day and detail how you will
improve for tomorrow. This inspirational, easy-to-use journal is ideal for women, ladies,
teens who want to record their thoughts of gratitude, prayer, daily affirmations,
reflections and goal setting. What you will love about this journal: Inspirational Bible
Quotes On Each Page: for inspiring and empowering day-to-day actions and activities
Positive Prompts for recognizing all the blessings in life that you should be grateful for
5-Minute Entries for expressing yourself in simple terms no matter how busy your daily
schedule The clearly divided morning and evening sections 6x9 Inches It is perfect for
women, ladies, teen girls of all ages and will make an amazing gift for your wife,
girlfriend, daughter, mother, grandmother, sister, friend, fianc
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My Devotional JournalA Spiritual Journey of Prayer and Encouragement with God's
Suffering PeopleIsaac Pub
Blank Lined Journal - 130 Pages - Soft Cover - Devotional Journal - Diary of Prayer Prayer Notebook - Christian Journals The Sacred Heart Holy Hour journal with the
Sacred Heart image is a unique lined journal and companion notebook for use in
prayer, at mass, and during adoration or holy hours. My Holy Hour journals are
designed to help Catholics and other Christians from all walks of life discover, explore,
and enjoy the many rewards formed by a deeper connection to Christ. Scroll up and
buy your copy of My Holy Hour - Sacred Heart of Jesus now! (Still under $10) MORE
ABOUT THIS JOURNAL: Sacred Heart is a world-wide popular devotion, and this lined
blank book is the perfect journal companion. The cover acts as a holy reminder and a
prayerful meditation focal point in preparation for deeper prayer, bible studies, and time
in front of the Blessed Sacrament. The textured cover is soft to touch, the lined pages
easy to use. In addition to 130 blank lined pages, and inside you'll find the following
sections: Why Keep a Holy Hour How to Keep a Holy Hour Holy Hour Pages Holy Hour
Quotes (including words to the Divine Mercy chaplet) Record Your Favorite Quotes
Personal Index Pages Use this portable journal during time spent in front of the Blessed
Sacrament in adoration. Allow the quotes included to provoke prayer and meditation
opportunities. Holy Hour journals are also perfect companions during mass and prayer
time. Are you at peace or is life out of control? Are you overwhelmed with the onslaught
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of daily life? Do you yearn for peace but feel it's impossible to find? A Holy Hour is the
perfect answer and a Holy Hour journal is the perfect companion. Holy Hours help you
grow spiritually and deepen your relationship with God. You'll find you're able to focus
more on God, adore Jesus, and open up to the Holy Spirit. Holy Hour devotional
journals are great companions during times of prayer and meditation. Today many
Christians strive for a daily holy hour, while a growing number of Catholics follow in the
footsteps of Bishop Fulton Sheen and practice adoration in front of the blessed
sacrament. My Holy Hour journals, with their blank lined pages, offer an opportunity to
capture those moments of inspiration that happen during Eucharistic and private
prayers and meditations, as well as during bible study, worship times, and mass
_________________________________ My Holy Hour Devotional Journals by Holy
Hour Books is a journal series created to help Catholics and other Christians from all
walks of life discover, explore, and enjoy the many rewards that come from a deeper,
more prayerful connection to Christ. Vikk Simmons has been a writer and a certified
journal instructor for many years. Journals and diaries have been her friends for most of
her life, and she's gained many spiritual benefits from their use.
“90 Days of Spiritual Intimacy is a life-changing, mind-transforming and soul-inspiring
work of excellence. By making the profound simple and the simple profound, the
energetic, enlightened C. W. “Terrific” Roberts has put spiritual intimacy within the
reach of all who are willing to embrace it. Purchase it! Read it! Be transformed by it!”
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Pastor Howard Simon Family Therapist and Author of 101 Elements of Excellence. “90
Days of Spiritual Intimacy takes you on a journey of abundance and excellence. It lays
the foundation for discovering and experiencing the depth of God’s love for each of us
and thereby it opens up a vast new range of opportunities and successes.” Nichole
Grant Information Technology Instructor “In time when many are extremely busy with
the demands of a fast paced society, Clephane Roberts has provided us with a
systematic format to keep us in tune with our Saviour Jesus Christ. This simple, yet
profound approach to spiritual development is long overdue. As a Minister/Counselor, I
view this book as a must read for those seeking spiritual direction and emotional
healing. Christians who often struggle in maintaining a strong devotional life, now have
a great resource to assits them in their quest for spiritual intimacy with God. It is my
belief that this book will inspire all Christians in their walk with God.” Pastor Cecil
Cornelius Minister of Counseling and Pastoral Care Cornerstone Baptist Church
Arlington, Texas “If 90 Days of Spiritual Intimacy accomplishes one thing, it is this: it
parachutes spirit-filled insights into your everday-ness. More than a devotional book, C.
W. “Terrific” Roberts offers readers the participatory manual that is at once eminently
sophisticated, analytically user-friendly, provocatively practical, and profoundly
transformational. Read this book and you will discover its compelling power to
challenge and change you.” Dr. Isaac Newton Inspirational Speaker and Author of
Several Books including: Fix It Preacher: Meditative Conversations Between Pulpit and
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Pew
Written by popular author and blogger Sophie Hudson, this elegant devotional journal reminds
teen girls that Jesus is their All in All—over all, through all, and in all that they do.
“The most powerful spiritual healer, fixer, teacher on the planet.” —Oprah Winfrey Shift your
attitude and live your best life with this inspiring collection of 365 daily devotionals from New
York Times bestselling author and star of the OWN Network’s hit show Iyanla: Fix My Life. If
there are situations, circumstances, or perhaps relationships in your life that you have been
struggling to overcome, trying to work through, or doing your best to work around, throw your
head back and declare to the universe, “Until Today!” Whatever has been going on in your
mind, your life, or your heart can stop—right now, if that is truly what you desire. However, you
must be willing to “do a new thing.” You must spend a little time, each day, in devotion to the
truth about yourself and your life. You must make a conscious approach to what you think,
what you feel, and what you do. Devotion will clear up misconceptions that may have obscured
your vision until today! Bestselling author Iyanla Vanzant presents a new book of devotions for
anyone on the path to spiritual empowerment. These daily devotions will create powerful
changes in the circumstances of your life that have held you back and will place you on the
road to personal strength and peace of mind.
Strength for Lifes Journey is a twelve-week devotional filled with meditations that will breathe
spiritual life into the thirsty soul. It serves as a conduit for strength to combat the trials that life
so freely distributes. Although uninvited, trials come regardless of religious affiliations, titles,
race, gender, or socioeconomic status but so do Gods grace, mercy and wisdom. The family
relationship that once existed in the church is slowly dissipating and people appear to find it
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easier to stay home. It is my hope and prayer that as you meditate on these devotions your
hope, faith, and trust in God, as well as the church, will be renewed, and you will receive
strength to complete your spiritual journey. Strength for Lifes Journey can: help you embrace
Gods strength in good, as well as difficult times strengthen your faith-walk increase your
spiritual growth and awareness remind you that you are not alone give you hope for tomorrow
My Faith Journey offers a full year of spiritual activities, designed to help the reader grow with
God week by week. Ready-to-color line drawings, based on Scripture verses and uplifting
messages, are accompanied by insightful prompts on the meaning of faith, with plenty of room
to write and reflect.
52 Weeks of inspiration, reflection, and prayer--a devotional journal for women No matter what
a busy week may throw your way, God is with you in every moment. Take a breath and find
peace in Him with the 52-Week Devotional Journal for Women, a weekly devotional full of
Scripture passages, unique insights, and journal prompts. Strengthen and deepen your
relationship with God as you focus on faith over the course of the year. Each week in this
devotional journal for women begins with a Scripture passage and a unique reflection. Then,
four succinct but stirring prompts give you an opportunity to journal on your life, faith, and
relationship with God. The last prompt in each devotion inspires you to connect with Him
through prayer. The 52-Week Devotional Journal for Women includes: Weekly
inspiration--Explore topics like creating balance, living guilt-free, finding peace in the pain,
seeking out joy, and more. A year of devotiont--With no set start date in this devotional journal
for women, you can take the short prompts at your own pace over the course of a year. Faith in
writing--Elegant lined pages give you space to write down your thoughts, and the compact
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format lets you take this devotional on the go. Open yourself to His wisdom and grace through
the 52-Week Devotional Journal for Women.
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